Mobile Workforce Management Solutions for Transport & Logistics
GeoPal reduces costs for transport and logistics companies by eliminating paperwork and improving
compliance.
Transport companies use GeoPal mobility for electronic proof of delivery, real time job status
and paperless compliance forms such as equipment and clandestine checks or vehicle
inspections.
GeoPal is a cloud service and mobile app to manage mobile
workforces, reducing administration costs and increasing
productivity, giving your business a competitive edge.

A Flexible Solution for
Transport & Logistics

GeoPal solves common problems and reduces the cost of
managing drivers in transit, helping companies to:

GeoPal is so flexible in deployment it
can be used to manage just about any
workflow requirement for your staff out
in the field.

VERIFY PROOF OF DELIVERY & SEND INVOICES
IMMEDIATELY.
GeoPal enables real-time jobs status updates and accurate proof
of delivery with ‘sign-on-glass’ signature capture.
Faster invoice creation improves cash flow, and real-time progress
updates increase customer satisfaction.
IMPROVE COMPLIANCE AND PRODUCTIVITY BY UP TO 20%
Location and shift time-tracking provides accurate proof of
attendance, to reduce time theft and payroll costs. Route replay
identifies route efficiencies to reduce fuel costs and vehicle walkaround inspections are verified & saved online.

Mobile Forms
Map & Locate
Schedule & Dispatch

REDUCE ADMINISTRATION TIME AND COSTS UP TO 50%
GeoPal enables real-time communication between the office and
your drivers. Schedule & dispatch jobs faster and receive job
status updates instantly to improve cash flow with faster invoicing.
Eliminate paperwork from vehicle inspections to reduce
administration time and operational costs.

Time Tracker

ENHANCED VISIBILITY OF DRIVERS AND ASSETS IN THE
FIELD
GeoPal provides increased visibility and location monitoring of all
assets and drivers, whether operating owned or leased trucks.
This provides real-time progress updates to increase customer
satisfaction.

Mobility API Services

Protect & Comply

We use an on-board tracking device for our own vehicles, but we have no tracking in our customers’
vehicles. Now with GeoPal we can track all our drivers.
We tried a lot of other systems but they didn’t fit our business model.
GeoPal is easy to use for both drivers in the field and office users. It has enhanced our communication,
cut down costs, and really increased customer satisfaction with our service.
Allen Wilkinson, Director of Opeations, EagleOne, USA

ENHANCE INVESTMENT IN IT SYSTEMS WITH GEOPAL
MOBILITY
A flexible and open API suite integrates with many IT
systems.
COST-EFFECTIVE INNOVATION
Finding innovative ways to manage scheduling, routing and
compliance for field employees and drivers and provide a
cost-effective service to clients is a challenge.
GeoPal employs the latest developments in cloud and mobile
applications to deliver paperless workforce management,
health and safety compliance, and asset management in a
low-cost solution for Transport & Logistics companies.
GET A COMPETITIVE EDGE WITH THE LATEST
TECHNOLOGY
Provide accurate proof of time and attendance by combining
time-stamped shift check-in with GPS location monitoring and
RFID tag scans. Track locations and usage of assets on the
map. Sign-on-glass to insert client signatures directly onto
PDF dockets for verified electronic proof of delivery. Issue
invoices instantly with real-time job status updates. Flexible,
paperless scheduling and a robust location monitoring service
enable you to make informed job dispatch decisions, without
requiring drivers to return to the depot to collect job packs.

What is GeoPal?
GeoPal is an ‘off-the-shelf’, yet highly
customizable, web and mobile
application for creating mobile forms,
capturing data in the field, and receiving
accurate reports from the field in real
time.
A GPS-enable smartphone and the
GeoPal mobile app are used for
receiving and filling out mobile forms
and capturing and updating information,
such as: text, photos, GPS location,
asset details, barcode or RFID scans,
signatures.
All information captured on the phone is
automatically sent to the GeoPal web
management system. Managers use the
web management system to locate
employees and assets on a map,
schedule jobs, configure mobile forms,
manage assets, and review, process
and analyze data collected in the field for
reporting.

GeoPal enhances visibility, reduces time-theft and eliminates
lost paperwork to reduce operational costs for Transport and
Logistics companies. GeoPal can be configured to provide
mobility support for all your drivers’ tasks, and integrates
seamlessly with fleet management and other IT systems,
enabling you to provide a professional, cost-effective, and
competitive service to your clients.

Are your commercial vehicles roadworthy
under EU legislation?
Under EU, UK and Irish legislation, owners of
commercial vehicles are obliged to ensure that
vehicles are maintained in a roadworthy condition,
drivers complete regular ‘walk-around’ inspections,
and ensure that defects are rectified in a timely
manner.
The GeoPal mobile app is used to replace paper
inspection forms. Vehicle checks can include
diagrams to mark up and checklists, or use
barcodes or RFID scans to prove a complete walkaround.
Ensure health and safety compliance with accurate
records of commercial vehicle roadworthiness
inspections completed on the mobile app and saved
securely in the cloud.
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